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NOW IT'S AS EASY AS
A B C...+D
TO COMPLETE YOUR BACK VOLUME COLLECTIONS

ALFRED JAEGGER, INC.
www.ajaeger.com
Int'l Periodical - Back Volume Specialists
For Over 40 Years

A - Appraisals for tax and insurance purposes
B- Back volumes - Over 45,000 titles in inventory
C - Collection Development Specialists
   Comprehensive (Our inventory + publishers + vendors)
+D - Document Delivery - The final step for
back volume completion

Alfred Jaeger, Inc.
66 Austin Blvd.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
Phone (631) 543-1500
Fax (631) 543-1537
E-Mail: jaeger@ajaeger.com
BOB. The New Blackwell's Online Bookshop.

The Library Source for Scholarly Titles

Fast. Friendly. Smart.

Blackwell's has been a trusted source of books for the scholarly community for more than 120 years. Blackwell's bookshops are known for their friendly, expert staff and their ability to locate and order any book in print.

Blackwell's has taken that expertise and created BOB, Blackwell's Online Bookshop, the fastest, most comprehensive resource for both US and UK scholarly titles, out-of-print books, popular titles, and resources created expressly for the library community. Reviews are included as well.

BOB makes ordering books for your library easier than ever before. BOB honors major credit cards and allows libraries to set up institutional accounts.

BOB is fast.

BOB is dedicated to librarians.

BOB delivers...

www.bookshop.blackwell.com

Oxford; Portland, OR; Blackwood, NJ; Sydney
divine/Faxon Library Services understands the value of both technology and great service.

For more than a century, Faxon has worked hard to maintain a balance between technology and service. Our unique range of electronic journal services and EDI capabilities is second to none, while our state-of-the-art integrated web interface, kLibrary, provides our clients with the best the industry has to offer for online access and control of their print and electronic subscriptions. Still, we know it’s the one-on-one personal attention that you rely on the most.

Now, as divine/Faxon Library Services, we are in an ideal position to provide you with an array of new and exciting services that will boost your library’s productivity and image in today’s fast-paced, ever-changing online environment. At the same time, the personal service that has been the hallmark of Faxon will continue to be evident in every interaction and communication.

With a reputation that was built on high quality services and innovative use of technology, Faxon — now more than ever — is ready to meet all your serials needs.

divine/Faxon Library Services: Combining the best in service and technology.

divine
Faxon Library Services
1-800-766-0339 • www.faxon.com • sales@faxon.com
Change, Hi-Tech, Speed, Compete, Ahead, Data, Fast, New, Time, Future, Trust...

Swets Blackwell takes these words to live by.

SwetsWise, our web-based subscription service, enables you to manage your subscriptions faster and easier than ever before. Its crisp, clear design provides a snapshot of your subscriptions, new orders and their status, pending claims, and cancellations—all on one screen and all from your desktop. So you spend less time clicking and more time getting down to business.

For more information visit us at: www.swetsblackwell.com
You can. Introducing ProQuest Health™ designed with lay users in mind. Dependable healthcare information that’s current, comprehensive, and easy to search. It covers an incredible range of topics, from surgical procedures to nutrition. All in language that’s easy to understand. Plus, unlike many Web-based healthcare databases, the information comes from only the most trusted sources such as ProQuest’s periodical and newspaper databases, World Book Encyclopedia, adam.com’s Medical Illustrated Encyclopedia, Medical Economics, Inc.’s PDR Family Guides, and much more. So the information is always credible, dependable, and monitored. ProQuest Health. One incredible body of information. www.proquest.com.

For more information, call 800.521.0600 x3183 or x3452.
A Growing Community.

Your community of users is growing in size and expectation. In 2001, the IEEE had 377,342 members worldwide, the most in our history. Libraries and IEEE, serving a growing community. www.ieee.org

IEEE
We may not be the most well-known book distributor, but we do seem to be very popular.

Our customers know about those big book distributors on Wall Street, but they keep coming back for our friendly service here on Main Street.

We may not be one of the corporate giants of the world, but that's just fine with us. Our focus has always been service, not size. We wanted our family business to exhibit the same values of our own family, like hard work, generosity, and kindness. We take good care of the libraries and other customers we serve by tracking down each and every book they request, triple checking orders for accuracy, and making sure we are always available to talk to them in person. We've made it a policy to treat our customers like friends, and as a result, many of them are.

Contact us today. We'd love to help you.

Emery-Pratt®

Book Distributors since 1873
1966 W. Main St., Owosso, MI 48867
Phone (toll-free) 1 800 762-5683
Fax (toll-free) 1 800 523-6379
E-mail: mail@emery-pratt.com
Internet: www.emery-pratt.com

THE NICEST PEOPLE IN THE BOOK BUSINESS
The choice is yours. Create a digital collection from titles covering the breadth of science. Select from a suite of abstracting and indexing databases to provide a rich navigational environment. Elsevier Science offers you a range of information solutions tailored to the specific needs of your research community.

FLEXIBILITY. CHOICE. VALUE.

> The most comprehensive scientific, technical and medical information provider.
> The world’s largest network of scientific researchers.
> The value leader for the delivery of STM information services.

www.elsevier.com
Find yourself in GOBI
Edition 2

Since YBP released GOBI in 1996, libraries and consortia have taught us a lot about the features they want to select books, to order books, to manage profiles, and to track standing orders. You'll find your own ideas in GOBI Edition 2™.

We can't promise to fulfill all your dreams, but we'll give you everything you want online from a book vendor.

GOBI Edition 2™ is your system.

GOBI set the standard for the 20th century. GOBI Edition 2 will set the standard for the 21st.
**Complete and Expert Coverage of the Field of Psychotherapy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychodynamic / Object Relations</th>
<th>COMPREHENSIVE HANDBOOK OF PSYCHOTHERAPY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive-Behavioral Approaches</td>
<td>FLORENCe W. KASLOW, PHD, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal / Humanistic / Existential</td>
<td>“An open-minded but critical, enthusiastic yet realistic, educational experience.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrative / Eclectic</td>
<td>—LESTON HAVENS, MD, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL AND THE CAMBRIDGE HOSPITAL, IN THE FOREWORD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"An impressive undertaking and a significant landmark."
—MARVIN R. GOLDBERG, PHD, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK, IN THE FOREWORD

---

**Pre-Publication**
$500 through 4/30/02.
$600 thereafter.

4-Volume Set • ISBN 0-471-01848-1

---

**Volume 1: Psychodynamic/Object Relations**
JEFFREY J. MAGNANITA, PHD, Volume Editor
Connecticut Center for Short Term Dynamic Psychotherapy

**Volume 2: Cognitive-Behavioral Approaches**
TERENCE PATTERSON, ED.D, Volume Editor
University of San Francisco

**Volume 3: Interpersonal / Humanistic / Existential**
ROBERT F. MASSEY, PHD, and
SHARON DAVIS MASSEY, PHD, Volume Editors
Seton Hall University

**Volume 4: Integrative/Eclectic**
JAY L. LEBOW, PHD, Volume Editor
The Family Institute at Northwestern University

A Practical, Hands-on Reference for Professionals, Students and Researchers

Developed under the auspices of Dr. Florence W. Kaslow, one of the world's best known experts in the field of psychotherapy, this groundbreaking work is the first and only reference to provide a detailed analysis of the four major psychotherapy approaches—in both theory and in practice.

Each expertly edited volume is organized by specific client populations: children, adolescents and young adults, adults, families and couples, and groups—allowing the reader to compare each approach and focus on those specific populations and approaches that suit their studies or practice.

Comprehensive yet practical, each volume addresses the major psychological and emotional disturbances that each psychotherapy approach is most effective in treating and provides realistic case examples that bring each approach to life—making this a truly hands-on reference for practitioners, students, and researchers.

About the Editor-in-Chief
FLORENCE W. KASLOW, PHD is Director of the Florida Couples and Family Institute and President of Kaslow Associates in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida. She is also a Visiting Professor of Medical Psychology in Psychiatry at Duke University Medical Center (Durham, North Carolina) and a Visiting Professor of Psychology at Florida Institute of Technology. Dr. Kaslow is editor or author of 22 books, over 50 book chapters, and 160 plus articles in the professional literature.

---

**Contributors from Around the World**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argentina</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>Italy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available through your vendor or call 1-800-225-4945

---

WILEY
Independent Thinkers
wiley.com
Crash through information barriers, cut through time zones, eliminate paper work – right from your own computer – with ANYTIME ACCESS to your order status.

The current order information available to us on our computer network is now available to you through:

thebookhouse.com

Virtually any order action can be made online – inquiries, claims, cancellations, order verification – right at your fingertips – ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT.

- now with “view only” options
- including standing orders with recent shipment history

Contact us today for ANYTIME ACCESS to all of your Book House, Inc. firm and standing orders.

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
The Industry Standard for Over 125 Years

American Society of Civil Engineers

Journals & Periodicals
Print • Online • CD-ROM

Core Collection in the Field
Aerospace Engineering
Architectural Engineering
Bridge Engineering
Cold Regions Engineering
Composites for Construction
Computing in Civil Engineering
Construction Engineering and Management
Energy Engineering
Engineering Mechanics
Environmental Engineering
Geotechnical & Geoenvironmental Engineering
Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive Waste Management
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydrologic Engineering
Infrastructure Systems
Irrigation and Drainage Engineering
Leadership and Management in Engineering
Management in Engineering
Materials in Civil Engineering
Natural Hazards Review
Performance of Constructed Facilities
Professional Issues in Engineering Education and Practice
Structural Design and Construction
Structural Engineering
Surveying Engineering
Transportation Engineering
Urban Planning and Development
Water Resources Planning and Management
Waterway: Port, Coastal, and Ocean Engineering

Tradition of Excellence
For over 125 years, ASCE Journals and Periodicals have continued to deliver state-of-the-art technical and professional information that advances the practice of the civil engineering profession. The journals continue their tradition of information integrity through the reliability of peer review, their comprehensive scope of coverage, and the continuity and consistency of a journals program that has been at the forefront of publishing civil engineering information. The American Society of Civil Engineers knows what it takes to deliver excellence in journals and periodicals.

Premiere Information Outlet for Civil Engineers
ASCE's Journals & Periodicals are the leading source of current research and applications for civil engineering professionals worldwide. It's where the leading civil engineering experts from around the world publish their ideas, opinions, and research. Over 1,500 academic and practitioner-oriented articles published each year deliver cutting-edge concepts and technologies that drive the profession forward.

ASCE Online Journals Harness the Latest Digital Technology
The most powerful civil engineering research tool available online, this electronic library of all 29 ASCE Journals and Periodicals provides full-content, fully-searchable journal articles in an online environment built for speed and easy navigation. Now have at your fingertips a wider world of civil engineering research and applications.

✓ CrossRef Reference Linking. With ASCE as a participating partner in CrossRef, your patrons can follow a trail of research as never before. CrossRef allows researchers to click on reference citations in ASCE journal articles and immediately link to the bibliographic records of more than 70 other scientific and technical publishers' articles. (available 2002)

✓ Extended Online Archive—1995 to the present. As part of your 2002 subscription, you will get access to all online archive issues for the journal(s) you subscribe to—from 1995 to the present—at no additional cost. (available 2002)

✓ Contents Alert. This FREE alerting service by E-mail provides advance notice of the tables of contents for ASCE Journals & Periodicals. (available 2002)

✓ FREE Civil Engineering Database (CEDB). Provides free access to over 90,000 bibliographic and abstracted records from ASCE journals, proceedings, and other publications. Link directly from the journal search results to the online article.

Access the ASCE Online Journals Program and Civil Engineering Database at www.pubs.asce.org

American Society of Civil Engineers
1801 Alexander Bell Drive
Reston, VA 20191 USA

For more information, contact ASCE:
Ph: 1-800-548-ASCE (2723), or 703-295-6300
E-mail: marketing@asce.org
On-Line Ordering
Rush Service
Firm Orders
Standing Orders

1-207-774-0331 • Fax: 1-800-214-3895 • 1-800-937-0331

ebc.com
For 55 years, Rittenhouse Book Distributors has been your partner in providing quality health science information...

Today, Rittenhouse continues to stand by you with innovative solutions to meet your needs. www.rittenhouse.com

Rittenhouse Standard Services make personalized service top priority!

- Approval Plans
- Standing Orders
- PromptCat®
- Brandon/Hill Lists
- Quarterly Report
- Marcive®
- Monthly Title Notification
- Cost Analysis
- Free Shipping

Make Rittenhouse your source for all your health science information needs!
DISCOVER TWO NEW VIRTUAL JOURNALS

The Virtual Journal of Quantum Information and Virtual Journal of Applications of Superconductivity give users two new online sites with the latest articles in these dynamic fields, drawn from many of the premier publications in the physical sciences. Jointly developed by the American Physical Society and the American Institute of Physics, these freely accessible sites give you quick access to today’s cutting-edge research.


AIP CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS NOW ONLINE

AIP Conference Proceedings are now available online beginning with volume number 500, published in February 2000. Institutions with a Standing Order Plan for all Proceedings receive free online access. Individual articles may be purchased online for immediate delivery through AIP’s DocumentStore. To learn more visit http://proceedings.aip.org.

ACCESS AIP ONLINE JOURNALS BACK TO 1985

AIP has added six years of electronic files to its online archive, extending access back to 1985, and more than doubling the backfiles available in 2001. This impressive amount of newly digitized material will provide researchers with more than 40,000 articles never before available online. You can access the expanded archive version of most journals for an annual maintenance fee of between $50 and $75 — the same price as in 2001.

WWW.AIP.ORG

QUESTIONS?
Give us a call at 516-576-2411 or e-mail mktg@aip.org.
Launching for 2002 with nearly 300 titles, Wiley InterScience OnlineBooks represents the next step in the evolution of digital information resources. It is an extensive database of scientific, technical, and medical content that will be available as part of Wiley InterScience, featuring the same broad searching capabilities, subject categorization, and logical interface familiar to all users of the service.

Wiley InterScience OnlineBooks features collections in...

- Chemistry
- Electrical Engineering and Telecommunications
- Life and Medical Sciences

Institutional licenses to Wiley InterScience OnlineBooks are available now. You will find all details on available titles, licenses and pricing at www.interscience.wiley.com/onlinebooks. Visit the site today!
AMR review articles organize, summarize and clarify knowledge as it currently exists in the technical literature. AMR articles reflect upon active areas of research, including theoretical, computational, and experimental aspects, as well as theoretical modeling, methods of analysis and instrumentation. AMR also includes retrospectives, book reviews, and announcements.

AND REMEMBER THESE AMR BENEFITS ...

1. Retrospectives by respected authors looking back on their work and areas of interest
2. Review articles by authors from around the world
3. AMR’s scope encompasses mechanics topics across the engineering sciences spectrum, such as fluid and solid mechanics, heat transfer, dynamics and vibration
4. 20-25 book reviews in every issue — no other journal reviews as many books per issue
5. 35-40 books notes in every issue which describe newly published books
6. Access to the AMR Journal Article Abstracts Database, containing 250,000 records with about 2000 being added monthly

Subscribe Now!
One year AMR subscription
ISSN: 0003-6900
Domestic: $705
International Air Service: $837
Website: www.asme.org/pubs/amr
Phone:
U.S. and Canada: 800-843-2763
Mexico: 95-800-843-2763
Outside No. America: 973-882-1167
Fax: 973-882-1717
Email: infochteral@asme.org
Mail: ASME
22 Law Drive
Box 2900
Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900

GET A SAMPLE ISSUE — email: amr@asme.org
VISIT THE WEBSITE — www.asme.org/pubs/amr
Nano Letters is a forum for scientists involved in nanoscale research, among a wide range of disciplines that include physical and materials chemistry, biotechnology, and applied physics. This journal reports on fundamental research in all branches of the theory and practice of nanoscience and nanotechnology.

This is the second letters journal launched by ACS, following the 1999 release of Organic Letters, and charged with the same mission: To rapidly communicate preliminary significant research results.

Crystal Growth & Design is dedicated to publishing articles on the physical, chemical, and biological phenomena and processes related to crystal growth and design of new materials. This journal is aimed at a broad and multidisciplinary audience of chemists, physicists, biologists, materials scientists, and engineers.

Crystal Growth & Design is the second collaborative publishing venture with SPARC* after Organic Letters.

*SPARC: Scholarly Publishing Academic Resources Coalition. SPARC fosters competition in the scientific-publishing marketplace by creating relationships with scholarly publishers to distribute cutting-edge research to libraries and other institutions more quickly and at a significantly lower cost.
The Highest Impact Letters Journal in Organic Chemistry

In only its second year of publication in 2000, Organic Letters rocketed to #7 in impact factor out of 48 journals in Organic Chemistry*.

Now in its fourth volume, Organic Letters publishes original reports of fundamental research in all branches of the theory and practice of organic, physical, organic, organometallic, medicinal, and bioorganic chemistry.

*SPARC: Scholarly Publishing Academic Resources Coalition. SPARC fosters competition in the scientific-publishing marketplace by creating relationships with scholarly publishers to distribute cutting-edge research to libraries and other institutions more quickly and at a significantly lower cost.

The Journal of Choice—and Impact—in Combinatorial Chemistry

The ACS has broadened its commitment to excellence in publishing with the Journal of Combinatorial Chemistry. In only its second year of publication in 2000, JCC placed in the Top Ten in impact factor in Chemistry*, #2 in Medicinal Chemistry*, and #1 in Applied Chemistry*. JCC has become THE journal where combinatorial chemists look first to publish their research in high-throughput synthesis of substances. This high-quality, peer-reviewed publication reports innovative work in the broad field of combinatorial chemistry.

That's not all....


These newest journals in the ACS family of publications continue the quality and excellence that is the hallmark of the American Chemical Society.

*Based on the 2000 ISI® Journal Citation Reports®
Katina Strauch for ALA President!

Did you know –

- under 7% of ALA members voted in the last presidential election?
- by the year 2009, 25% of the current librarian population will retire?
- academic librarians are underrepresented on the ALA Executive Board and Council?

So –

- We - ALA members - you and I - must take charge of our profession!
- Visit my website.
- Read about my passions for our profession.
- Tell me about yours!

Prove that ALL librarians CARE about our profession!
I’ll appreciate your vote! Katina

VOTE TODAY!!!
Making the mainstays of bibliographic reference even better...

...new enhancements to the preeminent historical databases

America: History and Life and Historical Abstracts

Available with your subscription now!

CLIO Links
Links to the full-text of articles from our publishing partners. Features include:
- Full-text links to JSTOR's Arts and Sciences I and II collections, over 60,000 direct links to full-text journal articles
- Full-text links to the journals of the History Cooperative
- More partnership agreements coming soon

CLIO Notes
A research guide for students packed with helpful information. Features include:
- Concise overviews of historical periods
- Detailed chronologies to give context to the events and issues of each period
- Topic suggestions for papers and class discussions
- Guided searching

Simple & Advanced Searching
Offers an optional simple search screen. Features include:
- A two-field search
- Library administrators can choose which search screen to use as their default

CLIO Alert
A monthly, automatic e-mail feature that helps users stay current in their field of interest. Features include:
- Monthly e-mails of newly added abstracts from Historical Abstracts and America: History and Life sent directly to the user's mailbox
- Users easily set up and manage their own profiles (up to 10)

ABC CLIO
Call us at 1-800-368-6868 or visit www.abc-clio.com

Call now for a free, 30-day preview!
Kluwer is proud to introduce the new and improved:

kluwer online

Faster
Easier to use
New features
New look and feel

Visit www.kluweronline.com today!
You'll find more information about online access to journals and new features such as ebooks, reference works, custom books and more.
MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure "black hole,"
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest's many years of service to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books. Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:

- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for
- Firm Orders
- Standing Orders
- Approval Programs
- Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 ■ USA
800-325-8833 ■ 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009